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OUR STRATEGIC PLAN

 We will strengthen our collective and our governance
framework to ensure ongoing accountability and

sustainability.

 We will enhance our services to better serve an
expanding client base through strong partnerships and

integration with other community providers.

 We will diversify our sources of funding and increase our
revenue to ensure a sustainable organization.

 We will be a recognized leader in women’s employment
issues and a catalyst for policy change.

STRATEGY 1 STRATEGY 2

STRATEGY 3 STRATEGY 4

OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

Times Change integrates counselling, workshops,
training and resources to empower women to find
sustainable and meaningful ways to earn a living.

Times Change strives for the economic and social
equality of all women.

ABOUT
TIMES CHANGE
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Unfortunately, this pandemic exacerbated age-old issues: the over-representation of
women in low-wage, precarious jobs meant that they were deeply affected by lay-offs
when COVID forced the economy into lockdown. During the health crisis, issues of pay
inequity, affordable childcare, domestic violence, and discrimination arose. But we were
resilient. We dug deep to provide women with the best quality care, and we journeyed
with them through the ups and downs heralded by the uncertainty of the pandemic.

And we adapted. We continued to seek out partnerships that aligned with our remote
work. For example, during a second year of Covid-19, marked by stay-at-home orders,
our Tech Loan program continued to be in demand, providing vital access to our
programs remotely.. Our Employment Essentials and Caring Connection programs
served as a lifeline to vulnerable clients needing connection. We met or exceeded all of
our funder targets, and every client success story meant the world to the organization.

We adapted to the rapidly shifting needs of clients and the labour market, as well as a
new remote/in-person hybrid environment. Workshops were adjusted for remote
delivery. Staff worked from home, offering employment counselling through phone,
email and video calls. Now, we are implementing our re-opening plan by slowly re-
introducing essential in-person drop-in services for clients with the greatest need. 

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

Resilience. Adaptation.
Growth. These three
powerful words come to
mind, as we conclude this
year and look back at Times
Change’s accomplishments.
In this era of uncertainty,
Times Change has
continuously come up with
creative ingenuity to
recognize needs and
respond with innovative and
thoughtful programming. 
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And did we ever grow! Our partnerships expanded to include training opportunities
through Palette Skills and Canada Learning Code and mentorships with Dell Canada.
These partnerships have been instrumental in providing women access to in-demand
technical skills and direct connections with employers. Indeed.ca, a long-time partner,
has honoured our mutual commitment with a large gift, allowing us the space to plan for
the future. 

As we begin to emerge from Covid-19, what is the new normal going to look like for
women? Women still struggle in the wake of the pandemic, with an economic recovery
that is slower than that of higher-paid male employees.  This is especially true for
racialized and Indigenous women, newcomers, and women with disabilities, all of whom
earn less than their male counterparts. . The ‘new normal’ needs to be better for women.
This is why we’ve created in-demand programming and strong strategic partnerships.
It’s why we cultivate resiliency as an organization. 

Finally, I would like to extend my deepest gratitude to Idalia Gonzalez,
FinanceialAdministrator of Times Change as she retired effective June 10th 2022. Idalia
has dedicated 33 years of her career and leaves an indelible mark on the lives of women
in Toronto. In my time working with Idalia, I have seen the respect and admiration she has
earned amongst her peers, community members and Board members alike. Idalia's
retirement, while not surprising after three decades of service, is a bittersweet transition.
Particularly for the Collective, as she is seen as a caring, courageous and collaborative
leader. Through her inspired leadership, Idalia leaves Times Change well poised for the
future.

I am moved by the accomplishments of such an adaptable collective team, our
dedicated volunteers and our irrepressible clients during this period of adjustment and
re-emergence. I also thank all of our members and contributors for their ongoing support
of the important work of Times Change!

Together, we are actively defining a new normal for women. Thank you.

Myriam Gafarou
President, Board of Directors
Times Change Women’s Employment Service
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346 WOMEN SERVED
THROUGH ONLINE
COMPUTER
WORKSHOPS

92 WOMEN SERVED
THROUGH 1-0N-1
EDUCATIONAL
COUNSELLING 

2021-2022

OUTCOMES & IMPACTS

46
INDIVIDUAL,

FOUNDATION AND
CORPORATE DONORS

210
LIFE-TRANSFORMING PROGRAMS
AND WORKSHOPS DELIVERED

M O R E  T H A N

47,381
PAGEVIEWS ON

TIMESCHANGE.ORG
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Our innovative response to

exposing women to the Trades

and STEM industries receives

funding from Women and

Gender Equality, and the

Women in Future Careers - the

career planning program - is

born .

The first of 20 Women in

Future Careers

workshops is launched

with 13 enthusiastic

participants.

Return to Work Committee: The Pandemic

committee re-branded and became the

‘Return to Work’ committee, and created

the 4 stages of re-opening plan to prepare

for a hybrid working model.  

Times Change seeks to address systemic

inequalities in the workplace by working

with employers to enhance their

Diversity and Inclusion education and

awareness. As such, the Women

Breaking Barriers initiative is approved

by the Federal government.

When the government announced the first

Truth and Reconciliation Day in Canada,

slated for September 30th, Times Change

understood this was an opportunity for our

own staff to participate. 

With approval from our Board, staff

members were given the day off to reflect,

educate themselves and consider better

ways to become allies to Indigenous

communities. 

Year in Review

JUN JUL AUG SEPTMAYAPR -
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Palette Skills helps

train Canadians for in

demand jobs and

connect them to

employers. Times

Change partnered

with Palette Skills to

introduce interested

clients to the industry

of Tech Sales in this

first of many

workshops offered for

Times Change clients. 

2 0 2 2

 Times Change made the careful

decision to slowly re-open the

office to clients and staff.

Keeping personal safety at the

forefront, we provided computer

access and assistance with job

search support to clients who

identified needing in-person help.   

HSBC Adelaide provided a

donation box of essential

items from the United Way

Greater Toronto

Campaign for our clients!

These items joined our

boutique which prepares

clients for job interviews

and professional

opportunities.

The Ontario Society of Senior

Citizens Organizations (OSSCO)

and Times Change continued

their partnership to facilitate

much needed job search

workshops and networking

opportunities for our 50+ clients.

Beginning in October, clients

attended 6 sessions with job

search strategies tailored and

customized to mature workers.  

We were approached by the Healthcare of

Ontario Pension Plan (HOOPP) to find out

how their recruitment team can contribute

to the employment goals of our clients. The

team came together to give an ‘Ask Us

Anything’ panel, an opportunity for clients

to ask professional recruiters their most

burning questions about how to really find

work in today’s labour market.

Every year on December 6th

Times Change joins the National

Day of Remembrance and

Action on Violence Against

Women event planning with

Central Neighbourhood House.

This year’s virtual event titled

"Amplifying Voices & Experiences"

honoured the 14 women

murdered in 1989 and explored

the impact of mental health

amongst Indigenous, Black and

racialized communities during the

pandemic.

DEC JAN FEB MARNOVOCT-

YEAR IN REVIEW
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This daytime workshop is for

unemployed and underemployed

women or women who would like to

make a career change and are ready

to re-evaluate their career options

with the help of an employment

counsellor in a group environment. 

Career Planning

Workshop
This flexible career service option is for full-time

professional women who would like customized, one-

on-one, step-by-step support. Women can schedule

appointments at their convenience. A fee is charged

for this service.  

Career Exploration for Women 

This evening career workshop is for women who want

to transition from the precarious jobs they currently

hold to stable and sustainable employment. It includes

a mentorship opportunity. 

Career Advancement and

Mentorship Program (CAMP) 

New clients are encouraged to attend this

group information session to find out about

services and programs best suited to their

goals and to meet with counsellors and staff

members.  

Getting Started Orientation 

Our Programs and Services

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
IMPACT REPORT
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334
Women

decided on a
new career



Educational counselling is available for women who know the type of training or

education they are looking for and need help finding the right program. Our

Educational Counsellor assists women to identify the education or training best suited to

their needs, with guidance on financial assistance. 

Educational Counselling

Clients who have experienced a

layoff may be eligible for financial

support for further education/skills

training through this provincially-

funded program.  

Second Career (now

Better Jobs Ontario) 

Our workshops introduce clients to current

job search strategies, including networking,

resume and cover letter writing, and

interview coaching. It is designed for

women who know the type of work they

are seeking and have the skills and

experience necessary to succeed.  

Employment Workshops 

This service offers a 45-minute resume

and/or cover letter review by expert

resume advisors by phone or video call.  

Individual Resume Help 

Education and Training Support 

Finding Meaningful Employment

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
IMPACT REPORT

7

of clients closed

to a positive

employment

outcome  

84%



Our virtual Resource Centre is equipped with regular

online job postings and job matching opportunities, virtual

events, as well as online labour market information.

Resource Centre

To enhance our core

employment programs,

employment-related

workshops are offered

regularly. Clients can

participate in hiring fairs,

career panels,

LinkedIn/Indeed.ca

information sessions and

self-care workshops.  

Life Skills

Workshops

Caring Connection is a two-tiered

program divided into Caring

Connection for All, and Caring

Connection for Ontario Works

clients. These programs, which can

last up to 12 weeks, address

women’s urgent needs arising from

COVID-19, including wellness

check-ins and assistance,

accessing essentials such as

updated COVID-19 information,

food and affordable housing,

mental health resources, referrals to

domestic abuse resources, financial

support and much more. This

program is provided remotely via

phone, email and video. 

Caring Connections

Our Employer Services Consultants assist clients who experience significant barriers to

employment. We provide job placement opportunities through our Job Matching, Placement

and Incentives (JMPI) program by helping local employers find qualified candidates. An

integral part of our success involves partnering with companies to hold job fairs and

networking events for clients.   

Job Matching, Placement and Incentives (JMPI) 

This program strives to help each participant accomplish one or more of

the following guided outcomes: employment, return to school, volunteer

placement, and/or attend regular addiction or mental health support

(such as therapy). Clients are also offered six months of post-program

support following the core 12-week program, where they are given

access to employment counselling, job development, and mentorship. 

Services such as financial support (from the City of Toronto) and access

to Times Change employment services, as well as life skills workshops such

as Stress Management, Coping with Change, and Financial Literacy

(presented by Scotiabank), are available to participants. Clients also

have access to Times Change’s Tech Loan Program, through which they

can borrow a laptop or cellphone for job search purposes.

Employment Essentials

Wrap Around Support 

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
IMPACT REPORT
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Instructor-led workshops have been adapted to an online format to

help clients learn relevant skills for the workforce. We have been able

to assist some women outside the GTA due to this new online format. 

With monthly workshops in Microsoft Office as well as Internet-based

job search workshops, clients can learn, refresh and upgrade their

skills. Participants are also given an instructional guide for future

reference and have the option to complete a final assignment to

reinforce learning. 

We now have 80 Workshops offered online and many of these are

new and more advanced than before. This allows us to share more

knowledge with the women who attend our workshops and

subsequently lead more women into successful STEM careers.

Computer Workshops

The computer lab at Times Change

provides clients a learning

environment for relevant job-

essential computer skills. Up-to-date

programs include Microsoft Office

and specialized software relating to

desktop design, web development

and small business accounting.

Comprehensive computer-based

tutorials, typing and skills-testing

programs are also available. Staff

and volunteers offer support, and

individual appointments can be

made for help with computer basics,

mobile application use and

formatting resumes.

Self Directed

Tutorials 

Sage 50 Online

Training with

Certification

Partnering with Sage

Canada, Times Change

offers free Sage 50

training with

certification (a value of

over $300) to women

looking for work in

accounting and

bookkeeping.  

Computer Programs

Workshops for

everyone's skill level

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
IMPACT REPORT
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As Times Change programs and services became remote, women found themselves without

access to reliable technology to participate in a productive job search. 

In response, Times Change created the Tech Loan program to facilitate access to upgraded

and current mobile technology, such as laptops and cellphones with SIM cards, for clients and

staff to use throughout the pandemic. 

Through this program, clients have access to laptops equipped with additional MS training

software so they can continue their job search, attend school, access Times Change services,

and utilize our Resource Center, which a large number of clients rely on. In addition, our

Computer Support Coordinator helps clients with tech questions and issues.

Tech Loan Program

In collaboration with Times Change, Canada

Learning Code offers free online coding

workshops to help women learn advanced

HTML, JAVA, and CSS as well as computer

programming. Through this program, we hope to

help women break down occupation

stereotypes, prosper in the ever-growing digital

world, and close the gap on gender parity in the

technology sector as they gain increased

access to STEM careers.

Coding Workshops

 
27

Women served

through the Tech

Loan Program

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
IMPACT REPORT
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Times Change is known for its signature career planning workshops. Recently, we diversified

our offerings.

We created two new programs to expose women to careers in STEM (science, technology,

engineering, and math)  and the skilled trades: Women in Future Careers and Women

Breaking Barriers. When researching a new career, many women overlook occupations in

STEM and the skilled trades which they, and often times, employers, view as male terrain.

Despite some changes in the right direction, not enough women enter these well-paid, in-

demand and growing sectors. The skilled trades, in particular, need many more workers, a

trend that is expected to increase. With information sessions like "Women in Construction"

and "Women in Tech Sales", Times Change is marshalling significant resources to show

women—and employers—that women can and do excel at these jobs. 

Women in

Future Careers

The Women in Future Careers (WFC)

program supplemented information

about careers in STEM and the skilled

trades in three ways. Participants in

WFC and in our other career

planning workshops could partake in

one or more of the following

programs: (1) Career Planning

Workshops to help women find what

they are passionate about; (2)

information sessions about different

careers in technology and trades; (3)

a mentorship program with Dell

Canada. In the 2021-2022 fiscal year,

the Office of Women’s Issues funded

the Women in Future Careers’

program. 

Addressing Systemic Barriers 

ADDRESSING SYSTEMIC BARRIERS
IMPACT REPORT
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Women Breaking

Barriers

The Women Breaking Barriers program

focuses on employers, whom we

educate on diversity and inclusion. In

workshops and through other education,

employers learn about recruiting,

retaining and promoting females in

male-dominated work spaces. They are

also often matched with potential

employees through Times Change.

Funded until 2024 by Women and

Gender Equity Canada, the program

currently works with 100 employers. 

We offered approximately 20 information sessions and

‘Day in the Life’ discussions about different careers in

technology and the skilled trades, including talks from

women working as chefs and electricians and those

working in construction and technical sales. We were

thrilled with the turnout and enthusiastic response and

it's a testament that showcasing a ‘we can do it too’

attitude can create real mindset shifts for women. These

sessions often included how to register for free

apprenticeship training and full tuition opportunities.

Those eager for more ways to develop their career

ideas often moved into a mentorship program. 

'A Day in the Life' Information Sessions

in STEM and Skilled Trades 

ADDRESSING SYSTEMIC BARRIERS
IMPACT REPORT
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"My classes at Times

Change helped me

see the kind of person I

was and what types of

careers suited my

personality and values.

I am very grateful for

my time with your

organization and

appreciate what you

all do."

- Heather
Times Change Client



Working with Palette Skills, our STEM Workshops have opened

up doors for women they may never have considered on their

own. Palette Skills running two bootcamps, and looking to

break employment barriers by recruiting women, aligns

perfectly with Times Change’s mission and our Women in Future

Careers program. These workshops in Tech Sales and

Cybersecurity are beyond valuable to our community. Times

Change plans to continue partnering with Palette Skills in the

following years to further our connection to the ever-growing

tech industry and the invaluable skills and knowledge Palette

Skills provides to our clients.  

Upskilling Programs for Career Success

with Palette Skills

Increasing our corporate partnerships was a key priority this year for

Times Change. As we focus our agency towards a more defined

workforce development strategy, we recognize how important

corporations are to be a part of the solution to reducing barriers to

women in the workforce. With these partnerships, some of which are

just beginning and others we have developed over years, we are

moving women through clearly paved pathways to employment with

their help.   

Juno College of Technology (formerly

HackerYou) reached out to Times

Change to tell our clients about their

programs in data analysis and web

development. Our missions align: like

Times Change, Juno strives to create

equitable and inclusive opportunities

for women to access in-demand tech

occupations. We look forward to

developing our relationship with Juno

and enhancing our shared vision of

more women in technology fields. 

The School of Choice

for Those

Underrepresented in

Tech 

Corporate Partnerships

CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS
IMPACT REPORT
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Partnering with Times Change to run a 'Women in Tech

Sales' Info Session, TalentMinded is the first subscription

based, full service recruiting solution company in

Canada. They work with largely B2B SaaS tech

companies all over the world especially focused on

fast growing scale-ups that are purpose driven.   

Women in Tech Sales with

TalentMinded



This year Times Change worked with Dell to create a

mentorship program where women were paired with a

mentor in the tech field to teach them about the industry,

job searching, and any other questions they may have.

These mentorships give women the knowledge,

confidence, and connections to break into the tech

industry and find success. As a major figurehead in the

tech industry, Dell is a fantastic organization for Times

Change to work with to end the imbalance of women in

STEM fields. We plan to continue our ongoing partnership

with Dell to help clients access this mentorship program,

as well as participate in any other info sessions or

workshops Dell holds in the future. 

Supporting and Empowering the

Workforce with Dell  

Our long standing partnership with

Indeed grew leaps and bounds this

year, beginning with a phone call

from their Corporate Social lead (in

Ireland) to discuss a deepening

partnership and what that could look

like. When we talked about the need

for laptops for our tech loan

program, Indeed responded with a

generous donation of Mac Air book

laptops, valuing 25k in total. These

laptops serve multiple purposes at

Times Change as each office station

for clients and staff is now equipped

and we are able to provide more

clients with access to technology.

Acknowledging Times Change and

our resourceful use of donations,

Indeed surprised us with a financial

gift to support our long term growth

and sustainability to which we are

extremely grateful.  

Connecting Women to

New Job Opportunities

with Indeed.ca  

CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS
IMPACT REPORT
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55
Women matched

with mentors



Since July 2021 a team of professional volunteers from the Ernst and Young have

worked closely with Times Change to develop an important cyber-security protocol for

Times Change. With their expertise, Times Change will put in place an 'access

management' solution to strengthen security and reduce risk by tightly controlling

access to on-premises and cloud-based applications, services, and IT infrastructure.

Times Change is committed to ensuring the right people have access to the right

resources at the right times for the right reasons and we are incredibly grateful to our

Board President for initiating this critical partnership. 

Cybersecurity Solutions with Ernst & Young

Canada Learning Code brings accessible

computer science to communities across

Canada so everyone can create with

technology. Through this partnership,

Times Change was able to offer more

advanced coding workshops than ever

before! This includes information about

HTML, Java, and many other coding

languages. This better prepares women

for STEM careers, particularly women who

cannot afford a traditional education in

coding. Times Change plans to continue

this partnership so that we can continue

to offer women more advanced

education options.  

The New Canadian

Landscapes are Digital

CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS
IMPACT REPORT
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Years later, when the pandemic hit, Kim found herself re-considering her career path. The

world of social media had become a challenging workspace, and she felt a need to re-

consider her career options once more. She contacted Karen and couldn’t believe it when

Karen remembered exactly who she was from their past interaction. Karen once again

listened to Kim’s needs and approached her desire for exploration with open-mindedness.

Kim registered as a participant in the Dell Mentorship Program and the Palette Skills sales

boot camp in which Kim was an active and successful participant.

Through these experiences, Kim recognized the value of Times Change as an organization

that provides opportunities their clients would otherwise not have been able to access.

While Kim received a job offer through the sales bootcamp, her increased confidence and

sense of self led her to a greater understanding of her needs beyond the offered position.

She was able to take the diverse skills gained through her experiences at Times Change

and apply them in a series of job interviews in winter 2021. After several interviews, she was

able to secure an incredible offer that aligned strongly with her purpose, and provided

significant opportunity for growth.

Currently, Kim is working once again in marketing and advertising, but in a completely

different sector and position. As an Account Manager in the pharmaceutical industry she’s

able to apply her newfound confidence and learn new skills on a regular basis. She

identifies her new role as “the best job I’ve ever had” and attributes her success to the

opportunities accessed through Times Change.

Kim identifies as a shy person who used to question herself and her decisions. Through her

experiences at Times Change, she learned that she has skills to bring to the table and is

more confident in her authority and moving forward. She recommends Times Change to all

her contacts. When asked why Times Change stands out as a service, she simply states “It

works”.

CLIENT STORY: Kim
Kim first contacted Times Change in 2017

after her second stroke derailed her career in

marketing and advertising. She felt low

confidence, and was struggling to identify her

purpose and direction. She found Times

Change online and was quickly connected

with Employment Counsellor, Karen. Karen

listened carefully and was supportive when

Kim mentioned her recent health challenges.

In addition to accessing Karen’s support, Kim

signed up for a workshop where she met

other women experiencing similar transitions.

She connected closely with the other

participants, and ended up pursuing a role in

social media management in 2018.
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"I needed to make some money, but I had a 20-year gap in my resume. It’s not easy

trying to get back into the workforce when the person interviewing you is young

enough to be your child.” Fortunately, she was connected to Times Change and

joined the Career Planning Workshop, which ran virtually due to the pandemic.

“The workshop helped me take the time to figure out my strengths and really to gather

myself. It was valuable to be on this journey with other women, all in different

circumstances, because everyone had something valuable to say and we were a

good support system for each other. It really helped me focus and reminded me of

the breadth of experience that I had in many different fields. It was a really good

program.”

Guided by the workshop’s facilitator, Michelle emerged with a clear sense of what her

ideal job would be and how it would match with her strengths and needs. This was

critical for Michelle, who reflected that “if you don’t know what you want in the first

place, how are you ever going to get that right?” 

The workshop helped bolster Michelle’s confidence overall. “It was a very positive

move at a time when I wasn’t very positive. I was feeling like a bag of trash, I really

needed someone to say ‘hey, you’re really good at this, I can see your strengths, let’s

get you into a position where you can exercise these strengths’.” 

For Michelle, that position turned out to be a return to her roots as a trust officer at

Royal Trust, a job she had held before becoming a mother. “I’m grateful to have this

job and for the time and support I received from Times Change to get here.” 

“This program is important - it can invigorate someone’s life, it can be life-changing.

When you feel successful, everything else feels brighter in your life.” 

CLIENT STORY: Michelle

“I didn’t know where to start.” When

Michelle Hunt found herself a single parent

to five children without a home or a

livelihood at the start of the COVID-19

pandemic, she was lost. After 20 years as a

stay at home mom, she felt disconnected

from the job market and uncertain of how

her own skills and experiences could help

her find not just a job, but a career that

would support her family. 



Collective member Katie Didyk was honoured to be asked to

speak at George Brown College's School of Social and

Community Service Field Placement Recognition event. As a

recognized field placement partner for almost 10 years, Katie

shared her best practices and lessons learned of providing a

valuable and effective placement experience during the

COVID-19 pandemic for Social Service Worker students.

Guest Speaker Appearance with

George Brown College

The Ontario Council of Agencies Serving

Immigrants (OCASI) established a

Women’s Caucus in 2018, with Times

Change joining to help with the important

research and advocacy work on behalf

of women’s organizations funded by the

province of Ontario. Recognizing the

need for further advocacy efforts and a

voice on employment issues, Katie Didyk

was appointed Co-Chair of the Women’s

Caucus.

Times Change is now Co-

Chair of OCASI's

Women’s Caucus  

Times Change regularly meets with

prospective clients in the community and

the Centre for Immigrant and Community

Services. Our information session with

newcomer women provided a much

needed opportunity for women who are

looking for work, or training. 

CICS Immigration

Outreach

Times Change in     

the Community

CICS works to empower newcomers in

settling and integrating as contributing

members of Canadian society through

diverse, professional and innovative

services.

TIMES CHANGE IN THE COMMUNITY
IMPACT REPORT
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Giving Tuesday is a globally recognised generosity

movement encouraging the public to donate to

nonprofits and charities to combat the consumptive

nature of the holiday season. Being involved in this

movement gives Times Change the chance to be

discovered by many new people, be it on social media or

through other nonprofit partners.  

This year Times Change partnered with Women’s Health in

Women’s Hands to donate diapers to their bi-weekly food

bank as a way to ‘give’ on Giving Tuesday to our partners.

Giving Tuesday

The Quarter Century Club (QCC) is

a member-driven organization

which strives to recognise positive

contributions that public and non-

profit services have made for

people and communities in

Ontario. In 2021 QCC approached

Times Change to discuss the

pandemic and its effect on workers

in the non-profit sector.

Times Change

Featured in

Pandemic and

Remote Work Article

with QCC  

The intensity of ensuring programs and services remain for

clients at a virtual level meant that work-life balance was

often put on the backburner. However, Times Change

created spaces for staff to express their feelings, and grew

from these struggles to make sure we continued the support

for clients, but also for ourselves. 

“This is the reason a women-specific employment

centre is critical to the recovery of Canada.

Because we have the tools, strategies, and

understanding of women in the workplace and we

are positioned to help them navigate through the

post-pandemic.”  

         -Katie Didyk, Communications Coordinator
(from the Quarter Century Club article)

TIMES CHANGE IN THE COMMUNITY
IMPACT REPORT
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Street Haven is a Toronto organisation that

offers aid to women at risk of, or experiencing,

homelessness through a variety of integrated

services. This includes an emergency shelter,

supportive housing, addiction services, and

training services for those who are seeking

employment. 

Street Haven - Career

Planning at Times Change

When our partners needed office space so their most

vulnerable clients could access career planning

workshops, Times Change hosted and provided the

support Street Haven needed. Using our career

planning workbook as a guide, participants from Street

Haven had the opportunity to explore their values and

interests, and decide on what type of careers could be

attainable in the labour market.  

Newcomer Day was held virtually this

year, but that didn’t stop Times

Change from being involved with

welcoming everyone to Toronto. This

year particularly focused on

highlighting the diverse communities

within the city, and how Toronto is a

home for everyone who comes to

Canada. Times Change had a virtual

booth where women could speak to

us and we shared information about

our programs and services.  

Virtual Newcomer Day

with the City of Toronto
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Cannexus is Canada’s Career Development Conference where every year Career Professionals gather

to share their career development knowledge. Employment Counsellor Karen Hoffmann-Zak, sat on a

panel with various experts in the career practioners field. The panel was titled “Shifting Perspectives on

Career Services: What Students Need to Know Before Working in the Career Development Field”. This

was the first time Times Change was represented at this respected conference.

 Employment Counsellor, Karen, as panelist at Cannexus

Created as a response to the pandemic, PAY IT FWD is a

global community of designers and creatives who offer

their services to non-profits free of charge. At the

beginning of the pandemic many non-profits had to rely

on personal funds to continue their services or

unfortunately shut down. PAY IT FWD offers services for all

of their design needs to ease the financial burdens that

these organisations have to contend with.

PAY IT FWD

In recognition of International Women’s Day 2022, Times Change had the

opportunity to participate in a virtual round table discussion about the

impact COVID -19 has had on women’s employment. Hosted by North

York Women’s Centre, Katie joined clients and colleagues from 11

organizations to share the challenges she has seen and the successful

work that is being done by organizations across Toronto around the she-

cession. A thoughtful brainstorming session concluded the important

meeting, including supporting employers to strengthen workplace culture

and increasing access to upskilling and retraining for women in the

workplace.   

International Women’s Day with North York

Women’s Centre 

Times Change has been

working with a small team on

a UX Design project, which

will enable us to re-imagine

our website to be more client

and donor focused, and

have key information to

attract employers.  
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President
Vice President 
Secretary
Treasurer
Director 

Director 

Director 

Director 

Director

COLLECTIVE

SUPPORT STAFF
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VOLUNTEERSBOARD

Myriam Gafarou 
Rebecca Hazell 
Nicole Borland
Jessica Budd, CA,CPA 
Anna Trichilo
Ashley H. Hiscox 
Aziza Zareh  
Caitlin Siostrom 
Mandie Abrams  

Cynthia Downey
Diana Bahr
Idalia Gonzalez
Karen Hoffmann-Zak
Kary McIntosh
Katie Didyk
Lydia Stouten
Shiva Maleki
Song Sha

Employer Services Consultant
Educational Counsellor
Financial Administrator
Employment Counsellor
Computer Support Coordinator
Communications Coordinator
Employment Counsellor
Employment Counsellor
IT Specialist

Chang Qiong Li 
Dianne Wendling 
Doaa Alsadah 
Irene Mac 
Kasandra James 
Marcia Stentz  
Nathalie-Roze Fischer 
Noreen Kenny 

We’d like to give a special thank

you to our volunteers at Times

Change for all they do to make

lives and communities better!

Volunteering matters and makes

a huge difference in our

operational capacity and

success. Your commitment to an

equal future for all women by

empowering them and promoting

gender equality is central to our

advancement and reach as a

nonprofit organization.

Adriana Nijhar
Denise Mailoux-Alves
Kayla Alvarado
Meg Mathur
Nadia Salam
Nilam Keshwala
Simryn Parmar
Zahra Ghulami

Program Support Coordinator
Employment Counsellor
Program Coordinator - Caring Connections
Program Coordinator - Women in Future Careers
Job Development Assistant
Computer Support Assistant
Program Coordinator - Employment Essentials
Client Support Worker

STUDENT
PLACEMENTS
Adriana Nijhar
Mackenzie Bellows
Nadia Salam
Ruth Javier



 Times Change would also

like to sincerely thank all

our Anonymous Donors,

who have supported with

your silent leadership.

Every one of you are

appreciated and you are

making a significant

contribution to gender

equality.

Charities Aid Foundation of
Canada 
Oracle America Inc. 
Canada Helps 
Dell Technologies 
Catherine Arnold 
Alexandra Aylen 
Tracy Barber 
Merryl Bear 
Cheryl Bloxom 
Nicole Borland 
Jessica Budd 
Denise Carson 
Veronica Chase 
Dragos Ciobanu 
Catherine Goddard 
Grace Chong 
Marla Goldstone 
Suzanne Hodson 
Christopher Horak 
Rabecca Hazell 
Lynn Hughes 
Holly Kirkconnell 
Gayle Lounsbury 

Stephen Macdonald 
Jacqueline Margolis 
Barbara Markman 
Rose Mary Barry 
Susan McMurray 
Myrna Minns 
Zeeshan Mukaddam 
Susan Munro 
Elizabeth P Miller 
Chelsea Sarah Merriman 
Marina Paleka 
Emily Pang 
Lisa Puopolo 
Mary Purbhoo 
Ummu Shamte 
Maureen Spencer 
Caitlin Siostom 
Tuyet Tran 
Kelly Wang 
Susan Munro 
Sandra Spence 
Tara Thompson 
Sarah Owen

DONORS MEMBERS

Anna Trichilo 
Caitlin Siostrom 
Chloe Jennings 
Francoise Vulpe 
Holly Kirkconnell 
Jessica Budd 
Kristal Germiquet 
Mandie Abrams 
Maureen Spencer 
Nicole Borland 
Nurjehan Bharmal  
Rebecca Hazell 
Riannon John 
Terri Stein 
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The Ontario Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development provided us with a grant of
$608,958 for Employment Services.  

The Office of Women’s Issues (Ontario) contributed $116,000 for the Investing in Women’s
Futures (IWF) Project as well as $103,000 for the Women for Future Careers Program.

The United Way of Greater Toronto contributed $141,556.

The Federal Department for Women and Gender Equality contributed $116,090.

Other Grants of $211,034 include Ontario Works Caring Program ($90,000), Toronto
Employment and Social Services ($71,167), Investing in Neighbourhoods ($27,477), Service
Canada ($17,390), and Zonta Club of Toronto ($5,000).

Individual donations and Fundraising activities totalled $33,921.

Membership fees totalled $245.

Sales of the Career Planning Workbook for Women totalled $11,285.

Treasurer’s Report 2022
April 1st, 2021 to March 31st, 2022

2021-2022 Highlights

Times Change remains in a very strong financial position, generating a surplus this year due to
exceeding targets and the generous support of our community. I would like to thank all our funders,
donors, clients, volunteers, staff members and the Board of Directors for their efforts in contributing
to the success of Times Change.  They have all assisted in ensuring Times Change achieves its
mandate of supporting women in their search for meaningful employment.

Jessica Budd
Treasurer
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Income from April 2021-March 31st 2022

Funding Sources

FUNDING SOURCES
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FINANCIAL
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Social Media Stats
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